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In this study, considering the scale effect of rock mass, the influence of different height-to-diameter ratios on rock mechanics and
acoustic emission characteristics was studied by using PFC2D software. -e damage constitutive model of rock was established,
and the damage evolution characteristics of rock with different height-to-diameter ratios were further analyzed. -e results
showed that, with the increase of height-to-diameter ratio K, the uniaxial compressive strength and peak strain of rock exhibited a
gradual decrease; however, the elastic modulus gradually increased. Moreover, rock failure modes exhibited different charac-
teristics under differentK values.-e scale effect showed little influence on the acoustic emission characteristics in the elastic stage;
nonetheless, in the plastic deformation stage and the residual damage stage, with the increase of the rock’s height-to-diameter
ratio, the maximum number of impacts of acoustic emission increased, the range of strong strain of acoustic emission decreased,
and the maximum time of acoustic emission impacts increased gradually. -e height-to-diameter ratio of the rock slightly
influenced the zero-damage stage of the rock, but the damage affecting the rock increased slowly and accelerated the development
stage.-e damage evolution law was found to be similar when theK values varied from 1.0 to 2.0; however, when theKwas greater
than 2.0, the damage evolution law exhibited the characteristics of slowing down in the acceleration phase.

1. Introduction

With the development of economy and the increase of the
expansion scale of underground space in China, the geo-
logical disasters related to rock mass instability, such as
tunnel rock burst and mine rock burst, are becoming
progressively more serious [1–10]. Rock is a combination of
various mineral particles bonded naturally with a bonding
substance. When an external force is applied, the bonding
between the rock particles gets damaged and destroyed,
eventually leading to the formation of macroscopic texture
defects, which promote the rock instability damage [11–15].
Treatment of the mechanical properties of rocks not only is
related to the mechanical environment, but also exhibits a
strong size effect [16]. Till date, significant research efforts
have been devoted to the study on the size effect of rock

mechanics. For example,Wang et al. [17] conducted uniaxial
compressive strength tests on marble, diorite, and tuff with
different aspect ratios. -e test results showed that, with the
increase of aspect ratio, the compressive strength of rock
showed the trend of first decreasing and then increasing.
Liang et al. [18] believed that the size effect of rock mass
includes the size effect of intact rock mass and the size effect
of jointed rock mass, but there is no organic connection
between them. -erefore, they proposed a multi-scale rock
mass engineering calculation method at the micro level and
the macro level and established a relationship between the
two scale effects. Moreover, Yang et al. [19] analyzed the
characteristic relationship between rock unit failure, elastic
modulus change, and rock size and established a statistical
constitutive equation for rock damage in uniaxial com-
pression considering the size characteristics. Zhang et al.
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[20] used separated Hopkinson pressure bars to carry out
cyclic impact tests on granite samples with different height-
to-diameter ratios, in order to explore the cyclic dynamic
characteristics of rocks and their size effects. Hong et al. [21]
comprehensively analyzed the anisotropic distribution of
structural surfaces at different scales and proposed an an-
isotropic coefficient of variation AVC3D considering the
three-dimensional (3D) topographic parameters of or-
thogonal directions. Fu [22] believed that, with the increase
of the height-to-diameter ratio, the uniaxial compressive
strength of the rock first decreased, then increased, and then
tended to be stable. Its fracture form also changed from
complex split failure to shear failure. -e above-mentioned
studies are of great significance for understanding the
damage characteristics of rocks under different scale con-
ditions; nonetheless, the size effect of rock mechanics
properties is of great complexity, which is still a subject
worthy of further study at present.

At the same time, the process of rock fracture is often
accompanied by acoustic emission phenomenon [23–26]. In
practical engineering, the stability of rock mass is often
monitored by analyzing the characteristics of acoustic
emission [27]. Accompanying the size effect of rock me-
chanics, the acoustic emission characteristics of rocks should
also have different characteristics; however, research in this
area has rarely been reported. Based on this, herein, first
different height-to-diameter ratios were considered by using
the numerical simulation software, namely, the particle flow
code in two dimensions (PFC2D) [28, 29] to study and
analyze the rock mechanics and acoustic emission charac-
teristics, and then a rock damage constitutive model was
constructed based on the acoustic emission characteristics.
Furthermore, the rock at different scale law of damage
evolution was analyzed. -e research results have certain
significance for further understanding the size effect of rock
mechanics and preventing and controlling rock engineering
disasters.

2. Uniaxial Particle Flow Model of Rock with
Different Scales

2.1. Basic Principles of Particle Flow. In the PFC2D particle
flow method, the cells are mainly in the form of 2D circular
particles and walls, both of which are rigid and non-de-
formable; nonetheless, they can overlap each other when
they are in contact. In the PFC2D calculation cycle, the force
between particles mainly follows Newton’s second law and
force-displacement law, thus simulating the relationship
among contact, motion, and interaction between particles.
-e contact force between the particles was updated by using
the force-displacement law, and the position of the particles
and the boundary was sought by using Newton’s law of
motion to form a new contact (Figure 1). In the discrete
element PFC2D particle flow model, the macroscopic me-
chanical characteristics of the rock are realized in terms of
the simple constitutive relationship of each contact. -e
contact constitutive model of particles consists of the fol-
lowing three parts: stiffness model, sliding model, and
bonding model.

-e contact bonding model is divided into point
bonding model and parallel bonding model. For simulation
of rock materials, a bonding model is required between the
particles in contact, which actually represents the bonding
strength between the rocks (Figure 2). When the point
bondingmodel is used, the contact stiffness is still effective as
long as the particles remain in contact, regardless of whether
the bonding is damaged or not; however, this result is in-
consistent with the fracture mechanism of the rock. When
the parallel bonding model is used, the contact stiffness and
the bonding stiffness together constitute the macroscopic
stiffness, and the bonding fracture immediately leads to the
decrease of the macroscopic stiffness. -erefore, in this
study, the parallel bond model was employed, which could
simulate rock-like materials more realistically by using
parallel bonding during tensile or shear fracture.

2.2. Verification of Physical and Mechanical Parameters of
Rock. In particle flow programs, uniaxial compression trial-
and-error method is generally used to adjust the mesoscopic
parameters of the established model through comparative
analysis and verification between a large number of nu-
merical tests and laboratory tests [30]. In this study, through
the indoor sandstone experiment, uniaxial compression
numerical simulation was carried out with the same size
(60mm× 120mm) and other parameters. -e parameters
were tested and checked repeatedly by trial-and error-
method, and the microparameters that could reflect the
physical and mechanical properties of sandstone were thus
obtained (Table 1).-e stress-strain curve of the particle flow
model (Figure 3) is in good agreement with the results of the
laboratory tests.

2.3. Particle Flow Code Rock Models of Different Scales. In
order to analyze the impact of size effect on rock mechanics
and acoustic emission characteristics, four different nu-
merical specimens of rock with high aspect ratio (Figure 4)
were established, with a fixed diameter of 50mm and an
aspect ratioK of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5, respectively.-e effects
of particle shape and particle distribution were not con-
sidered in each model, and the parameters listed in Table 1
were adopted uniformly. -e total number of particles
generated by each model was 4358, 6560, 8753, and 10,946,
respectively. During the test, the external force was applied
through the displacement control mode of the wall, and the
loading speed was 0.02m s−1. In order to ensure that the test
results are not affected by the degree of the test, the same
model test stop threshold was set through FISH language,
and the simulation test was considered to be completed
when the residual stress after the peak of themodel was equal
to 0.01 times the peak stress.

3. Influence of Size Effect on Rock Mechanics
and Acoustic Emission Characteristics

3.1. Relationship between Rock Size and Mechanical Strength.
-e stress-strain curves of the numerical samples of rocks
with the same diameter and different height-to-diameter
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ratios are shown in Figure 5. Table 2 summarizes the me-
chanical parameters of coal rock in all numerical schemes,
where σp is the uniaxial compressive strength of coal rock
and E is elastic modulus, which is the average slope of the
approximate straight line portion of the stress-strain curve,
and ε is the peak strain. Figure 5 and Table 2 present that (1)
the stress-strain curve of numerical rock can be divided into
three stages. -e first stage is the elastic stage, in which the
stress-strain curve presents a linear characteristic; that is, the
elastic modulus of the rock remains the same throughout the

stage. -e second stage is the stage of plastic deformation,
which occurs at the moment before and after the peak of the
rock, and the stress-strain curve shows a concave charac-
teristic.-e third stage is the residual damage stage, in which
the stress-strain curve of the rock fluctuates downward. (2)
With the increase in the height-to-diameter ratio K, the
uniaxial compressive strength and peak strain of the rock

Table 1: Meso-mechanical parameters of sandstone physical
mechanics.

Parameter Magnitude
Minimum particle size (mm) 0.3
Particle size ratio 1.66
Density (kg m−3) 2620
Particle contact modulus (GPa) 7.0
Deformation modulus of parallel bonding (GPa) 60
Porosity 0.1
Coefficient of friction 0.78
Tensile strength of parallel bonding (MPa) 58
Parallel bonding cohesion (MPa) 128
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Figure 3: Sandstone values and indoor stress-strain curve.
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Figure 1: Calculation cycle process of PFC2D.
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Figure 4: Rock specimens with different height-to-diameter ratios.
(a) K� 1.0, (b) K� 1.5, (c) K� 2.0, (d) K� 2.5.
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gradually decrease; however, the elastic modulus gradually
increases. When K� 1.0, the uniaxial compressive strength
of the rock is 230.6MPa, the peak strain is 0.70%, and the
elastic modulus is 33.1MPa. When K� 1.5, the uniaxial
compressive strength of the rock is 218.6MPa, the peak
strain is 0.63%, and the elastic modulus is 35.7MPa. When
K� 2.0, the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock is
215.5MPa, the peak strain is 0.58%, and the elastic modulus
is 36.6MPa. Finally, when K� 2.5, the uniaxial compressive
strength of the rock is 201.5MPa, the peak strain is 0.53%,
and the elastic modulus is 37.8MPa.

At the same time, the rock failure modes with different
height-to-diameter ratios exhibit different characteristics due
to the friction between the particles and the particles and the
loading wall (Figure 6). When height-to-diameter ratio K is
2.5, the rock cracks are mainly concentrated at the upper and
lower ends of the specimen, which are approximately sym-
metrical at the center of the specimen, and the failure cracks
form parallel lines. When k is 2.0, the rock failure mode is
inclined through the split. For k is 1.5, the failure of the rock is
mainly concentrated at the lower unloaded end, extending
upward to form a mountain-shaped split failure. When k is
1.0, it shows the characteristics of global columnar failure.

3.2. Influence of Rock Size on Acoustic Emission
Characteristics. Along with the three stages of stress-strain
curve, the acoustic emission characteristic curve of rock is
also divided into three stages (Figures 7 and 8).-e first stage
corresponds to the elastic stage of the stress-strain curve of

rock. Noteworthy, the amount of acoustic emission gener-
ated in this stage is very small. On the one hand, the nu-
merical rock does not undergo initial damage; on the other
hand, the damage of the rock in the elastic stage is very small
and almost no damage occurs, which can be denoted as the
zero number stage of acoustic emission. -e second stage
corresponds to the plastic deformation stage of the stress-
strain curve of the rock. Clearly, the amount of acoustic
emission increases slowly at this stage; thus, this stage is
called the slow increase of acoustic emission stage. -e third
stage corresponds to the residual damage stage of the stress-
strain curve of rock. In this stage, both the amount and
intensity of acoustic emission increase suddenly; thus, it is
called the rapid increase stage of acoustic emission.

-e established particle flow model is a 2D scale and the
initial damage of the rock is not taken into account; therefore,
the compaction and closing characteristics of the rock material
are not particularly obvious. Noteworthy, the number of
acoustic emission impacts in the elastic stage is zero or very few.
Moreover, the effect of acoustic emission characteristics is
small. However, in the plastic deformation stage and the re-
sidual damage stage, the scale effect of the rock slightly in-
fluences the acoustic emission characteristics, as follows: (1) the
maximum number of impacts (intensity) affecting acoustic
emission. For example, with the increase of rock aspect ratio,
the maximum number of impacts of acoustic emission in-
creases. When K is 1.0, the number of acoustic emission
impacts of the rock is 19; when K is 1.5, the number of these
impacts of the rock is 24; when K is 2, the number of acoustic
emission impacts is 26; and when K is 2.5, the number of these
impacts of the rock is 31. (2) -e strain range that affects the
impact of strong acoustic emission. With the increase in the
height-to-diameter ratio of the rock, the strong strain range of
acoustic emission decreases. When K is 1.0, the strain range of
strong acoustic emission is about 0.026%; when K is 1.5, the
strain range is about 0.019%; when K is 2.0, the strain range of
strong acoustic emission is about 0.016%; and for K equaling
2.5, the strain range of strong acoustic emission is about
0.009%. (3) -e time when the maximum acoustic emission
impact occurs. With the increase in the height-to-diameter
ratio of the rock, the time during which the maximum acoustic
emission impact occurs gradually increases. For instance, when
K is 1.0, the maximum time for acoustic emission impact is
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Figure 5: Stress-strain curves of rocks with different values of K.

Table 2: Macro mechanical parameters of rocks with different
values of K.

Numerical specimen K σp (MPa) E (GPa) ε (%)

1 1.0 230.6 33.1 0.70
2 1.5 218.6 25.7 0.63
3 2.0 215.5 36.6 0.58
4 2.5 201.5 37.8 0.53

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Failure modes of rocks with different aspect ratios. (a)
k� 1.0, (b) k� 1.5, (c) k� 2.0, (d) k� 2.5.
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Figure 7: Stress-strain-acoustic emission characteristic curves of rock specimens with different values ofK. (a)K� 1.0, (b) k� 1.5, (c) k� 2.0,
(d) k� 2.5.
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Figure 8: Acoustic emission-time step characteristic curves of rock specimens with different values of K.
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339,130; when K is 1.5, the maximum time for acoustic
emission impact is 438,294; whenK is 2, themaximum time for
acoustic emission impact is 523,076; and when K is 2.5, the
maximum time for acoustic emission impact is 697,324.

In practice, the stability of rock can be monitored
according to these characteristics so as to prevent and
control rock geological disasters.

4. Analysis of Damage Evolution
Characteristics of Rocks with Different
Values of K

4.1. Rock Damage Constitutive Model Based on Acoustic
EmissionCharacteristics. Kachanov [31] defined the damage
variable as

D �
Ad

A
, (1)

where Ad is the section area of material damage at a certain
time and A is the sectional area at the time when the material
is initially free from damage.

It is assumed that the cumulative amount of acoustic
emission at the time when the lossless section area A of the
rock specimen completely loses its bearing capacity is S;
then, the cumulative count Sw of acoustic emission at the
failure of rock particles per unit area is

Sw �
S

A
. (2)

When the section damage reaches Ad, the cumulative
count Sd is

Sd � SwAd �
S

A
Ad. (3)

-erefore,

D �
Sd

S
. (4)

-e constitutive model of rock uniaxial compression
damage based on acoustic emission characteristics and the
principle of strain equivalence [32] is represented as follows:

σ � Eε(1 − D) � Eε 1 −
Sd

S
 . (5)

-e constitutive model based on the fitting of acoustic
emission parameters can better reflect the stress-strain
characteristics of rock, which also shows that the acoustic
emission parameters are reasonable as the damage factors of
rock (Figure 9).

4.2. Damage Evolution Law of Rock with Different Scales.
With the increase of strain, the characteristic curves of rock
damage variables can also be divided into three stages
(Figure 10). Corresponding to the elastic stage, plastic
deformation stage, and residual damage stage of the stress-
strain curve of the rock, the damage variable of the rock can

be divided into three stages: when the damage variable is in
zero stage, it increases slowly and the damage accelerates.
-e K has little effect on the zero damage stage of rock;
however, the damage slowly increases and accelerates. For
samples with K less than 2.0, the increase in the rate of rock
damage variable is basically the same, but for K equaling
2.5, it is relatively large. For the damage acceleration stage,
when K is between 1.0 and 2.0, the slope of the damage
acceleration development stage is almost vertical, while for
rock samples with K equal to 2.5, the slope of the damage
development stage is relatively low. -is indicates that
when K is less than 2.0, the damage evolution law of rocks
shows some similarities. In contrast, when K is greater than
2.0, the damage evolution law shows a characteristic of
slowing down in the damage acceleration phase. Although
the damage evolution law is similar when K is 1.0 to 2.0,
some differences are also observed. With the decrease of K,
the strain value of the damage acceleration increases
gradually.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, the damage constitutive model of rock was
established and the damage evolution characteristics of rock
with different height-to-diameter ratios were analyzed. -e
results indicated that the stress-strain curve of numerical
rock can be divided into three stages: elastic deformation,
plastic deformation, and residual damage. With the increase
ofK, the uniaxial compressive strength and peak strain of the
rock gradually decrease, but the elastic modulus gradually
increases.

Owing to the frictional force inside the particles and
between the particles and the loading wall, the rock failure
modes exhibit different characteristics under different
height-to-diameter ratio conditions. When K is 2.5, the rock
cracks are mainly concentrated on the upper and lower ends
of the test piece and are approximately symmetrical to the
center of the test piece. -us, the cracks are broken into
parallel lines. When K is 2.0, the rock failure pattern is
inclined through splitting. When K is 1.5, the failure of the
rock is mainly concentrated at the lower unloaded end,
extending upward to form a mountain-shaped split failure.
However, for K equaling 1.0, the rock crack shows global
columnar destruction characteristics.

Accompanying the characteristics of the stress-strain
curve, the acoustic emission characteristic curve of rock is
correspondingly divided into three stages: zero number of
acoustic emission, slow increase of acoustic emission, and
rapid increase of acoustic emission. -e scale effect exhibits
slight influence on the acoustic emission characteristics
during the elastic phase. However, in the stage of plastic
deformation and residual damage, the scale effect of rock
shows a certain effect on the characteristics of acoustic
emission. With the increase of the rock aspect ratio, the
maximum number of acoustic emission impacts increases,
the range of strong strain of acoustic emission decreases, and
the maximum time of acoustic emission impacts increases
gradually.

-e damage variable of rock can be divided into three
stages: the damage variable in zero stage, slowly increasing
stage of the damage variable, and the damage accelerating
development stage. -e ratio of height-to-diameter has little
effect on the zero damage stage of rock, but the damage
slowly increases and accelerates. -e damage evolution law
is similar when K is 1.0 to 2.0, but when K is greater than 2.0,
the damage evolution law shows the characteristics of
slowing down in the acceleration phase.
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